ON TRACK with your Director

Ed Carnegie

Since our last newsletter we had two more runs, as well as a work day. Many hands contributed to make Cal Poly Day a very successful event. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you for jumping in and signing up for various tasks, as this made it a pleasant day for all. I would like to extend a special thanks to Walt Sy, LaDonna Sceley and all the Swanton Ranch employees for all that they did; much cleanup and dog demonstrations. We were honored to have Michael Barr, the College of Agriculture, Judy Sundstrom, from the Homeowners Association, Frank Mantford, Executive Director of the Foundation, Bruce McPherson from Senator McShane's Office, and over 40 Cal Poly Alumni -- many of whom had graduated over 50 years ago. Even though the crowd this year was not as large as in the past, we still had a good turnout and all expenses were covered. The people who did attend had a very good time, and the weather could not have been better. We ran two steam engines, and later in the day ran a double header with a photo op at Windy Point.

Prior to the event many of our volunteers came to help with cleanup and preparations on Friday and/or Saturday. The McNab family sponsored a nice lasagna feast on Saturday night up at All's house for approximately 18-20. Geoff had an abundance of apples from his house secluded and brought some homemade apple sauce.

The following Saturday, we hosted the annual SCM/Longsir Concrete Plant's Company Picnic. Though the weather had become a bit cooler, a good crowd participated. We ran one engine with seven cars. We were able to keep up with the crowd, and had a day of smooth operations. All of us especially enjoyed the great barbeque meal that they fed us. Our next run won't be until New Year's Eve so we will have a little breather.

In conjunction with the SCM Event, the McNab family celebrated Tony's 11th birthday. It was this event that christened our new decks between the caboose. The site makes for a great gathering spot. After the SCM/Longsir event, the SP/SRR members had our own run with Tony Pottman, as engineer of the 502.

The following day, being Sunday, and having a fairly large work party still on the grounds, President Fitz decided it would be a good time to put in the utility ditch between the roundhouse and the caboose. So off to work we all went, and by mid-afternoon, a deep ditch was dug, three pipelines were laid, and the ditch was filled back in and compacted.

The next weekend was our regularly scheduled work weekend--for many of us this was the fourth weekend in a row for scheduled events. For that I really do want to thank all of you for your dedication to coming to Swanton to participate and to make all these events either prior to, during and after so successful.

While I concentrated on cabinet work in the caboose, the rest of our crew bucked up electrical boxes and ran wire through the conduits that were installed last week. Others worked on detailing stencils, painting, and other jobs on the grounds. All of which are constantly improving the facilities.

As we are writing the newsletter, Fitz and Andy are hosting approximately 25 pre-schoolers for an introduction to trains with a train ride, and picnic.

For the next work weekend, we hope many of you will be able to attend to cast your vote. A ballot is enclosed. If you are unable to attend the work day, then please mail in your ballot as soon as possible. A concerted effort this coming work weekend will be spent on trying to complete the first caboose. This is so that we can make it available for living quarters to our members for the first of the year.

As a point of concern: Over the last year the number of dogs around the railroad has steadily increased. Also, during this time, the coyotes and other wild animals have been moving closer to College Park. Therefore, we are suggesting that any time you proceed away from College Park or walk around at night that you keep your dogs on a leash and out of harm's way. I would also like to take this opportunity to wish each of you and your families a very safe and enjoyable Thanksgiving.
Gee, cutting up
The big ditch

New memberships received over the last month were as follows:

Cliff Roopeke - Burlingame

On behalf of the entire organization, we welcome each of you into our "brain family" and we certainly look forward to seeing some of our next events. Many of our members may not recognize you right away so please introduce yourselves so that we can get to better know you and vice versa.

REMEMBRER:
BEFORE YOU LEAVE THE SWANTON PREMISES,
PLEASE, BE SURE TO FILL OUT THE WORK LOG FOR
THE HOURS THAT YOU WORKED. THE WORK LOG IS
KEPT IN THE MACHINE SHOP NEXT TO THE PHONE
AND SIGN IT.

This is the best record we have to keep track of your volunteer hours. Please list only the hours that you worked, as we must pay workers compensation for time you list.

Redhouse Reservations:
The Ranch Director has been working with the Railroad to ensure that we have some space available at the Redhouse for our workdays. However, I do need to know at least one week in advance whether room reservations are needed or not. That way I can better coordinate with Wally Mark to make sure that things move smoothly. If you do not call in to reserve a room you may not have a place to stay.

Calendar of events
Mary Ann Carnegie

Year 2001

Upcoming events: MARK YOUR CALENDARS

Nov. 16-12 work weekend—also Veteran's Day Weekend so we plan an extra day to work and have fun here at Swanton. Great chance to button things up before the rainy season starts.
Dec. 8-9 work weekend
Dec. 31 New Year's Eve Run

NEW YEAR'S EVE RUN

As every New Year's Eve comes and goes on Dec. 31 Swanton Pacific will once again hold its traditional Head Start of eat with the old and in with the new. The question is would you like to have a potluck, dinner, or what get together prior to the run?? Let us know what you would like to do so that we can make appropriate plans. Your feedback will be vital in making decisions. Call (805) 995-3659, talk [yada yada yada], or email j-mark@calpoly.edu. Thanks!

Double header coming from windy Point

With your president, air monkey, and carbarino;
Reynolds "Fire" FitzPatrick
RGBair@earthlink.com
456-93714

My Fellow Swantoons.

Next weekend, Saturday November 16th, we will elect the First and Third Vice Presidents and the Treasurer in accordance with the bylaws. Ballots will be counted at the General Meeting which will be held Noonish on Saturday. If you cannot attend the meeting please return your ballot to those at Cal Poly by Thursday, November 8th.

Grotf Tobin and Ed Carnegie, as incumbents, agreed to run for their offices as First VP and Treasurer respectively and Dick Toulson previously accepted nomination for Third VP.

Our poor old workhorse, or is it a goat, of a motor car needs to have its engine replaced. If any of you are up for that project come on down and we'll schedule it in. I'd like to get it repaired before it breaks down entirely.

There is not much happening in the "Patch and Promise" car shop as it is a woodworking shop until the Gadis caboose are finished. The Exercise and Fitness club is hard digging a trench between the Machine shop and the Roundhouse for communication conduit and air. All hands are welcome to join in the fun.

Only two weekends remaining this year and our annual New Year's Eve. Quise a change from the summer with so many runs and projects going on. If you schedule your vacation before the end of the year you may wish to set aside a few days in the first week of April next year as we will be having another workweek to spruce up before Al Smith Day.
THE CAL BARN, PART 3

This part will contain excerpts from the Blue and Gold yearbooks published by the students at the University of California at Berkeley. Most of the editions in the early 1900s contained articles by the students describing their courses and activities in their Junior year at UCB. The Civil Engineering sections usually contained an account of the students' experiences at their Summer Surveying School Camp. Bob Parkinson researched all the editions of the Blue and Gold from 1898 to the 1930's. The following selections tell of the Camp's various locations from 1899 to 1908, when the Camp moved to the junction of Little Creek and Scott Creek, near Swanton. The "Cal Barn" at the entrance to the SPRR's railroad yard was the dining and assembly hall for the Camp. After the move to Swanton, the students wrote orphaned and humorous stories of their days at the Camp. Bob Parkinson copied many of those tales. Excerpts from his notes are given below. Please note carefully his caution about interpreting the dates of the articles; that is, the year in which the yearbook was published is not the same as the year of the camp which is being described by the student writer. (UCII)

EXCERPTS from the BLUE and GOLD YEARBOOKS of UC Berkeley concerning the Summer School of Surveying Camps

Compiled by Bob Parkinson, SPRS member, from the Archives of the Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley

The student yearbook of the University of California, Berkeley, started in 1875. There can be confusion about the "year" mentioned. The Academic year ends in May. The "year" of the B&G is the second and final semester of the Academic year. The B&G is the record of the previous academic year. Thus, B&G 1917 is a "record of the College year fifteen-sixteen". The freshmen at the Camp are three in the summer between their Freshman and Sophomore semesters. Some B&G articles below give the calendar year of the camp, two years before the B&G issue date. The B&G was prepared by members of the then Junior Class in the preceding academic year.

when and where the Summer School of Surveying (SSS) of the College of Civil Engineering (C of CE) began, I (Bob Parkinson) do not know. It may have started in the later 1890's, or earlier. The earliest B&G I have checked was B&G 1899. As earlier issues did not concern Swanton, and possibly no other area in the Santa Cruz County area, I have not checked them.

B&G 1899 No mention.

B&G 1900 pp. 167-174. "Field notes from Calistoga Summer School of Surveying". This has six illustrations of crops in groups or individually, and one of tents. This is a luminous account of the students, but no mention of the camp or its location.

1901 "Personal Mention from the Summer Schools - Menlo-Summer 1899" (in Mosso Park on the San Francisco Peninsula) [2 pages, 2 Illus. 6 words. Numerous comments on various periods. Some mention of surveying.

1902. "Plain Tales from the Hills. Being an account of the Doed and Made of the Members of Mr. Hart's Valiant Band of Engineers in the Land of the Calistogians during the Month of July 1900". 6 pages, 9 Illus. Numerous. Does mention surveying. (This suggests the Camp was conducted again in Calistoga.)

1903. An illustration, "At Summer School". No text. No location. Shows the camp to be in a woods.

1904. Summer School. "The Summer Session of the University is an integral part of the University's work. Systematic instruction is given in a large proportion of all departments. Most of the work is done at the University, but the Summer School in Surveying is at some other region in the State, last year near Pacific Grove."

1905. Civil Engineering. "The relation of practical information to theory is emphasized, and the vacation of students is utilized by summer schools of surveying."

1906. "The Summer School of Surveying", 7 pages, 12 illustrations. Says this camp was for students of Civil Engineering and Mining. It mentions mapping of coast line. It also mentions "little town of Coast-and Santa Cruz beyond". 2 Illus. of the coast and one of the campsite in the hills. (Where was the town of Coast? Near the mouth of Liddell Creek about 2 miles south of Davenport. (LCII)

1907. This is the only copy. It was compiled from pages salvaged from the primitve or bindery damaged in 6F earthquake and fire. "The Summer School of Surveying". 3 pages. This refers to "mouth of a canyon on the bank of Liddell Creek, about eleven and one half miles north of Santa Cruz, on the Coast road." It also states, "the final object (Of the class) is the making of a complete topographical map of Arroyo de Laguna, a ranch of about twenty-five hundred acres". The latter is the old land grant bordering on the south side of the Agua Piedra Y Las Trancan grant, which
compares, for its greatest part, the present Swanton Pacific Bunch. [dC(B)]

1908. Nothing on this subject. It does have an interesting account of the University Cadets on parade duty in a neighborhood in S.F. during the 1906 fire, and the high praise they earned.

1909. "The Tale of Camp California" by Harvey Hull (or Hall) '08. 6 pages, 8 illust. 3 of which show site or some background, and one of a beach.

[According to the reports of the Dean of the College of Engineering, the Summer Camp was established at Swanton in the summer of 1908 with improvements made in 1909 and 1910. (See article in the Oct. 1901 newsletter.) So the reports in the Blue and Gold of 1910 and thereafter refer to the Swanton site although the 1910 and the 1911 notes are not explicit in defining the location. [dC(B)]

1910. College of Civil Engineering. "Much of the time is devoted to practical work, which is carried on in the well-equipped laboratories and the summer class in the Santa Cruz Mountains." Also "Summer Surveying Class", 3 pages. 5 illust., one of which shows part of a barn. Two show part of a hilly background. Mention of the wind "blowing a gale". One Sunday afternoon the faculty took a walk in Bonnie Doon Canyon.

1911. "C of CE... An essential part of its work consists of the practical training which is afforded by the Summer Camp in SC Mountains." p. 34 pp. 162-164 SSS illust., line of men outside a barn, illust., group of men by line of tents. illust., man getting hay out of front of barn. Referred to May 13, got off coach of Ocean Shore RR. Two months; breakfast at 5:30. Dense thickets of live oak. 60 mph gale on pinnacles. About 120 campers.


"CAMP CALIFORNIA. The 1910 SSS was launched with an added vigil. The new site, with its new improvements, nestled in a little valley among the brush-clad hills, held something of interest for us all. There were new trails to be broken and new places to be explored—not simply the old places where the boys had been for years before us, as was the base at the old camp, but brand new ones. Even the moreraid and sober Juniors evinced a lively interest in things, and as for the Faculty, they were by the most pleased of all.

"Given a hundred and twenty-five good fellows, in an environment such as the camp afforded, and there is bound to be something doing. Scarcely were the blankets dumped from the creaking old Ocean Shore baggage car and spread in the tents for the first night, before pranks were being played and games started with a zest that would predict nothing but good fellowship in the future. We were easily intoxicated at this juncture by the gong at the cook-house, and we attacked our first camp meal with a will.